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Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, 
but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.

Romans 12:2

Cycles of Liberation

The instincts: savage and covetous; the id, the baby and the dictator.  Primordial man is compelled by his 
instincts to seek the satisfaction of his body’s needs.  Once they are sated he stops.  To be satisfied is to 
be ‘liberated’ from present need.  But the empty boredom of this needless state can lead to restlessness.  
And so desire itself is coveted.  

Desire is a state of wanting or craving something.  It is not possessing that thing.  The state of desir-
ousness is a state of starvation, of need and of lack.  If you have ever experienced extreme hunger you 
will know the power that desire can exert, when even the sight of images of food become vividly emotive.  
Desire implies motion, it is dynamic and sensual whereas satisfaction suggests stasis.      

As the system of his life grows more complex - with a partner, children, society, hierarchy, morality, 
possessions or symbols of value - primordial man becomes civilized man and he will  respond to his emo-
tions and his simple needs will become complex desires and may lose control.      

 The self aims to get what he wants, yet if he pursues every desire can he maintain a coherent life?  If 
one day he feels like staying at home instead of going to work or he feels like flirting with his best friend’s 
wife, he can risk unpremeditated changes.  Desire is dangerous.  If he desires promiscuously, so too can 
he (and those whom he holds dear) be desired promiscuously in return and at once taken up, used and 
cast away.  Fickle desires lead to a fickle universe and so the self becomes worthless by reflection. 

Desire can be ambivalent: there one minute, gone the next – even transformed from attraction to 
repulsion.  The self can be lost in desire because time and memory mean nothing to it.  The desirous self 
lives in the moment but the moments he lives are not connected and so create no structure.  If you are 
only desire, then what is left when desire is spent?  The desirous self appears in pursuit but isn’t he being 
led?  If you forget who you are, there’s no telling what you’ll become.  Desire can lead to satisfaction or 
to rejection and disillusionment.  Desire can disconnect you from the person you have become, yet it 
is through responding to what we want and don’t want, what we like and don’t like, that we form our 
identity.  

In order to simplify life most people live by principles that maintain a level equilibrium.  Yet if life 
becomes meaningless or cruel, principles and morality are devalued.  Desires mimic the absurdity of life, 
its uncertainty, its apparent lack of meaningful purpose and its accidents.  In the face of this, principles 
and beliefs appear to be the illusions of the fearful and the obstinate. 



Desire covets total power, yet total power is flawed because it leads to a sense that one’s worth to 
others is based only on fear.  And however casually the baby-tyrant kills his enemies, so his ‘friends’ 
might equally casually be rid of him.  Hence Josef Stalin’s Secret Police and the concessions the mon-
archies made to those ‘beneath’ them, thereby affording them reason to be on the monarch’s side and 
ensure his reign. 

 Desire is diminutive because the emotions and instincts that desires are tied to accentuate the body 
and surreptitiously bring physical mortality into sharp focus.  At the end of desire the instinctual person 
first seeks to intensify his experience with greater demands, more intense behaviour and higher ambi-
tions but soon he will seek liberation from the instincts altogether. 

Liberation from the Instincts

Liberation from the instincts may lead him towards a Buddhist-like denial of the self and its craving.  So 
he learns to abstain from eating, sex, responses to fear and self-preservation.  Every itch is dismissed as 
a distraction.  He may even develop a willingness to suffer in order to further push the instincts away.  

The ultimate denial of life is death, or a kind of psychic suicide whereby there is no reason to live or 
to die, and so the self becomes a kind of walking dead man.  

Liberation from Death

This absolute emptiness leads to a growing need for an austere fullness of meaning tempered by reasons 
and so to religion.  The liberation from death comes from an imaginary system in which the self is made 
eternal via the notion of a transmigratory and everlasting soul and the idea that the ‘real’ physical world 
is not the only world.  The fear of the demise of the body-self, indeed the ‘absurdity’ of death, is often 
enough to induce belief.  Indeed these systems are mostly based on death and respond to the fear that 
human existence has no ultimate or known purpose and they claim to answer these ultimate questions.  
Psychologist Sigmund Freud called religion a regression to the authority of the parent figure of God.  
Supplication is demanded by all ‘gods’ in the form of ritual which has the effect of reducing the ego and 
instilling a sense of purpose, and may lead to a sublime selflessness that may indeed helps one to face 
death and other ultimate existential problems. These systems of the imagination give birth to intensely 
dogmatic rules called ‘morals’ which restrict mortal existence and curtail the instincts by binding them 
within the system.  Hence, marriage becomes a moral act only after which a man and woman can morally 
indulge in sex.  In strict religions the dress code and physical appearance, types of foods, even time and 
space are circumscribed by the system in order to encompass the entirety of the life of the self and act as 
both a control system, a mutual reassurance system and an ethnic tradition.  

Imaginative systems come with rewards to the faithful, in the form of paradise and eternal pleasure, 
and their opposite: punishment of transgressors and the faithless generally in the form of ‘hell’ and eter-
nal suffering.  It is a great pity that such systems often require emotive and improvable physical threats 
to force the self into submission.  In so much as they promise rewards to the ego in some other worldly 
place governed by a just parent figure, they seem to  reveal mankind’s difficulty at achieving a heavenly 
utopia on earth.  Suicide is not a quick and easy route to paradise because it is a ‘sin’ to destroy what God 
has given, that is, a crime against God for which the self will suffer damnation.   

A condition of obedience results with the instincts sublimated into the power struggles and prolifera-
tion of the religion causing a kind of ‘religious fundamentalism’.  Doubt is crushed by ever-more intense 
doses and interpretations of the imaginative system.  Eventually such fervour can precipitate a kind of 
madness and  life itself becomes entirely secondary to the laws of the system.  Such selflessness can lead to 
acts of martyrdom whereby the self is voluntarily destroyed or ‘sacrificed’ – as the self seeks emancipation 
in extreme forms of servitude.  When the system operates at such intensity it begins to lose credibility; 
indeed if a system needs to enforce itself, it is because it is becoming less effective at providing the very 
liberation it set out to achieve.  



The system becomes progressively more tolerant and compassionate as the self unconsciously longs 
to liberate itself from excessive dogma and so reinvents the system with greater kindness, fairer laws 
and less terrifying punishments.  Indeed, the names change often in these cycles of development but the 
underlying condition seems to remain the same.  

Liberation from the Imaginary

The imaginative system gradually passes into the hands of ‘scientific humankind’ and changes from ‘reli-
gion’ into ethics, politics and science and defines itself in institutions of law, education, research, tech-
nological advancement, charity, health care and social welfare.  The view of humankind becomes pro-
gressively more physical.  This leads to increasing questioning as democratic civilization scrambles for 
answers previously provided by religion.  Civilization passes through phases of regressive and vehement 
adherence to dogmatic ideologies and liberal tolerance as it tries to achieve an ideal society. 

What were once called ‘transgressions’ become human ‘drives’ with genetic or psychological reasons 
within a notion of human nature as inherently complex.  It becomes increasingly difficult to justify any 
kind of dogmatism and ideologies fail.  Tolerance is increased and opportunities are improved within 
the new liberal framework of ‘the market’ with its promise of satisfaction that is hopelessly inadequate. 

Consumerism and television present a paradox by offering a culture of desire through the unreal, 
through aspirations, fantasy and vicarious experience.  This reduces reality to a world of mirrors and the 
senses are swindled out of their own touch: life as spectatorship.  An over-civilized mundane experience 
of impotent instincts for those who have failed to successfully sublimate them, or simply don’t have the 
ability to indulge them versus the high expectations of desire culture leads gradually to a breakdown of 
meaning.  The result is apathy and despair.  Ideology gives us purpose, as do the imaginative systems 
of religion.  Without them the self can only generate anger towards itself which either has the innate 
resources to deliver satisfaction within the framework of the ‘marketplace society’ or it doesn’t.  

Liberation from Apathy

It is assumed that the solution to discontent is simple and one need only get a better job and earn more 
money and find some more interesting friends, get a few more material ‘things’ or find a hobby.  Yet if this 
is not an adequate solution there’s a serious dilemma within the self.  There appear to be far fewer choices 
than we’re led to believe.  To escape this dilemma the self may regress into the imaginative systems of reli-
gion and seek out the lost Divine or succumb to the sensory pleasure centre of narcotic reveries.  Crime 
might hold the answer with its contempt for civil law and its heroic but self-destructive expression of 
individuality. In other words, the liberation from apathy, from the crisis of meaning, is to try to get back 
to the beginning.  But returning is impossible.  So what could happen next?  Perhaps psychoanalysis can 
offer a solution.     

What is Psychoanalysis?

Psychoanalysis is a belief system, not unlike religion.  And it could even constitute a substitute for reli-
gion.  For, like religion psychoanalysis prescribes to a parallel reality: supplant Consciousness for mortal 
life and the Unconscious for Heaven and Hell.  Before the advent of psychoanalysis and its idiom, people 
looked to God and devils to locate hope and apportion blame.  Now psychology searches into one’s 
‘psyche’, or memory and thought processes, to find explanations for mental illness and behaviour and 
hopes to root out problems and understand the nature of the human mind.  This makes it a retrospective 
practice – the past is seen as the instigator of the future.  The present moment can never be transparent 
and is always the sum of one’s past experiences.  This causative view of life’s experiences asserts that all is 



governed by the logic of reason and so, leads to a chase for rational answers for a fundamentally rational 
being.  

Psychoanalysis became more a form of philosophy or anthropology rather than a medical science.  
Some analysts believed they had made some fundamental discoveries about humankind’s psychological 
nature.  For Freud, our desire for sex was hidden beneath all of our motives.  Adler thought it was the 
need to attain power and control over other people and nature.  Jung sought to integrate the individual 
into the mystical whole of symbolic existence.   

Psychoanalysis has evolved from the insights of psychologists who analysed what their patients said 
about their problems and their lives.  Through a process of identifying clues and making connections, 
theories emerged about the conscious and unconscious parts of the mind, about the origin and purpose 
of fantasies and dreams, about the causes of ‘neuroses’, i.e. mental illnesses.  For example, the central 
concept of repression is ‘the process by which an unacceptable impulse or experience is driven into the 
unconscious’ and unfortunately these impulses or memories ‘can keep breaking back into the conscious 
mind’ disguised in slips of the tongue, dreams or fantasies and may manifest themselves as mental ill-
nesses and behavioural disorders.  Hence the need for a ‘psycho-detective’ to unravel these disturbances.  
Unfortunately the mind seems predestined to conflict.  It is supposedly divided into three key areas: the 
biological and instinctual self with its lusty demands called the Id; the moral part that exerts conscience 
over our actions and responds to external principles and rules is the Superego; and the Ego is the con-
scious identity stuck between the other two.  

Psychoanalysts may wish to be able to help those suffering from mental and emotional anguish but 
can they really offer any more than to listen without judgement and by doing so help their patients to air 
their problems?  Although the patient’s motive to seek therapy itself is an acknowledgement of a problem 
and a positive attempt to challenge a destructive situation, my personal experience of analysis was dis-
appointing.  Psychoanalysis, with all its theories, could constitute nothing but a grand pretence, a game 
of the imagination like astrology where vague signs are elaborated on and creative links are made for 
the sake of self-indulgent reverie.  By focusing on assumed important relationships or extreme events, 
it gives itself the semblance of legitimacy.  But after all the theory and so many cases, analysis is still a 
long and convoluted affair with no guarantee of reaching its objective.  So why do we go on believing in 
psychoanalysis?  Is it the only hope out there?

Our culture is permeated with science and consumerism and hence the very notions that ills can be 
cured and desires can be satisfied.  In this sense we automatically believe in psychoanalysis with its prom-
ise of solutions, its history and authority of famous names and big ideas.  Today we even consider our life 
troubles in the language of psychoanalysis: ‘depression’, ‘compulsion’, ‘repression’, ‘phobia’, ‘psychosis’ etc, 
are all well used terms.  But ultimately we blame our minds because there is nothing else to blame and 
nowhere else to search.  In a world where religion and spiritual experience seem hard to comprehend 
from the mundane perspective of everyday existence we seek solace and enlightenment from the prom-
ised infinite complexity of the mind.  

After many attempts at psychoanalysis, the one thing I am left with is the notion of the unconscious 
which, like consciousness, is many things, from a force beneath one’s actions to the spring of dreams.  
Freud said that one of the goals of psychoanalysis is to make the unconscious conscious: to reveal one’s 
repressed and hidden fears; the principles and behaviour planted by socialization; the desires contorted 
and reformed by morality’s grip.  Despite the fact that the unconscious may be a mirage, the concept is 
intriguing.  The goal is happiness and liberation from psychological anguish or existential ennui and 
who wouldn’t wish for that?  Dreams, artistic creations, jokes and word associations are all supposed to 
contain elements of the unconscious so it’s of common interest among artists.     

Psychoanalysts have a vested interest in believing in the efficacy of its theories, not only because 
it is their work but because as caring persons they wish to purge people of their problems.  They are 
therefore apt to believe in and find theories and concepts that attempt to explain these difficulties in the 



logo-centric framework of science.  But all the explanations in the world do not signify a cure, which in 
therapy must be the sole aim.  Understanding one’s problems can be regarded as an accomplishment in 
psychoanalysis, but understanding oneself in the context of one particular belief system is highly contex-
tual: one can perceive oneself from the perspective of any belief system.  Understanding is not enough 
and does not necessarily precipitate change or solution.  To engage in psychoanalysis is to re-frame one’s 
identity and one’s problems in psychoanalytic terms.  This could be helpful to some people but it could 
also lead to an over-analytical mode of thinking, a reflexive rather than immediate response to life which 
may become a problem in itself.  The most important thing that psychoanalysis has given to humankind 
is a deeper sense of individual personality, of the self differentiated from others.  Unfortunately, this is at 
variance with society’s continued aim to homogenize human beings into reliable consumers.         

Human beings crave reason when powerful feelings overwhelm them or threaten their homeostasis, 
but why resist the fall into the irrational?  In a world where Reason is a totalitarian presence and even 
God has been subdued by it, we are bound to call things irrational when we don’t and can’t understand 
them. It is simply the result of our rationalist upbringing, to which we owe our rationalist outlook.  Is it 
possible to trust the mind, especially when it is leading us in unpredictable, absurd or disturbing direc-
tions?  I am not suggesting following destructive or hateful drives to violent realization, and those obvi-
ous instinctual desires for sex, material possessions or power over others whose outcome is clearly visible 
when they arise.  I am thinking of an openness to intuitions, insights and impulses of a more obscure 
nature which lead one in directions that are vague and do not have known outcomes.  I am indicating a 
willingness to trust oneself and that the fundamental motivating factor of the mind is life-giving.  In this 
sense Art could become a vehicle for regeneration.     

IN ART: somewhere beyond the beautiful

Joseph Beuys said ‘Everyone should be an artist’.  I believe he meant it in the sense that art is simply crea-
tive human endeavour and not aestheticism, gallery exhibition and sale of objects or invention for the 
sake of invention.  Our conception of what “Art” is needs to change before Beuys’s ideal can be reached.  
Artists are now as much a part of the bourgeois dream as pop stars, film directors and millionaire entre-
preneurs.  Art has become another profession, like Law, Medicine, Business or Technology rather than 
an alternative way of life, or an experiment with life. Perhaps Art today has almost lost its meaning in 
the confusion of its purpose.  It seems that the Avant-garde is dead and the only clarity available is the 
artist’s desire to obtain bourgeoise-hood and the survival of his body and his ego.  Art today decorates 
a successful economy with little enigmas and petty scandals, even showing a susceptibility to its own 
fashions.  Artists have become celebrities but they are not much more than entertainers or sophisticated 
interior decorators.  Reports of their art works selling for huge sums of money reach the media, as do 
those works obviously aimed to poke suburban sensibilities.  These popularizing forces shape the identity 
of the “Artist”, influence what he makes and affect his purpose.  In terms of its social role Art appears not 
as a renegade and alternative to middle-class aspirations but a part of them.  If creativity no longer offers 
a solution or shows no potential for liberation other than from poverty and a diminished self-image, then 
what is the point in being an artist?

Consumer culture has a propensity for delusions.  But folly and reverie and the forces that perpetu-
ate them appear to suggest that the citizen is satisfied and can afford to indulge himself – at least in 
the expense of bolstering his daydreams or relieving boredom.  However, with statistics showing 1 in 4 
people suffering from depression in Britain, this hints that not everyone is under the spell of illusions 
and that many are psychologically dissatisfied.  Consumer choice has long been confused with life choice.  
For real choice and real freedom in life, where do we start?  Could it be that Art is the key?    



To achieve a visionary art, an art of life and exploration the artist must avoid the futility of aesthetics 
and effect and evolve a personal and possibly quasi-religious search for authentic experience.  Philo-
sophic motive must use art - symbols and actions - as a means, not as an end in itself; the way a moun-
taineer uses hooks and ropes to accomplish his climb, or a doctor uses medicine and bandages to heal. 
I am not only thinking of an art of pursuing desire but a bigger art that reaches beyond the ego and into 
the lost divine where not only ‘everyone can be an artist’ but everyone can be their own Messiah.  

Duchamp’s “Fountain”, a latrine exhibited flat on a plinth,  threatened the traditional mediums of 
paint and plaster, the traditional subject matter of portrait and landscape and questioned artistic motive.  
In doing this he pushed art to the edge, but it was Joseph Beuys who pushed it over.  In the art of Beuys 
the creative process becomes the conduit of esoteric experience and knowledge.  In his performances he 
re-contextualized religious rituals and transformed them from habitual ceremonies into an effort to ‘re-
expand’ a crushed reality and to reconnect with a lost mysticism.  I believe his work is mostly effective by 
example and not directly experience-able for the spectator.  Nevertheless, it implies a vital need to engage 
in a quest to find, develop and act out our deepest inclinations in order to re-establish the dynamism 
destroyed by Reason, socialization and conformity.  Beuys’s creative drive led him from art as object to 
art as ‘akt’ and then to a semi-mystical professorship through lecturing.  This trajectory itself illustrates a 
desire to avoid art as a gallery exclusive experience. 

Beuys’s use of materials was significant.  He often used the personalized objects: felt, fat, dead animals, 
honey and various metals as materials but he also abstracted and utilized electricity, sound, warmth, 
liquid, danger, absurdity, death, gravity, the experience of spacial confines, the relationship between life 
and death or civilized and wild.  This was not merely to show them as aesthetic objects but to confront 
the spectator with their use.   

A spectator can only observe and be affected through empathy; the spectator’s part in an action is 
at once removed and perhaps this is the central flaw of all observation.  You cannot taste the fruit I am 
eating by watching me eat it!  Talking to a dead hare about his drawings or living in a room with a coyote 
for a week was a means to realize the mystical relationship between animals and man that he had felt all 
his life, but it was his own idea and experience and thus remains an illustration to others.  The idea for 
the action and its realization are the authentic elements of the self in creativity – without these there is 
only re-action.  Nevertheless, Beuys displaced art’s long-standing mode of disinterested contemplation 
and voyeurism for direct experience and active involvement.  

There is an element of Dada in Beuys when he says that too much reason kills creativity.  This could 
be a one-way trip to joke-art unless it is an art without an audience or an art that cannot achieve an audi-
ence because it creates no ‘product’ because the product is in the self.  In this case his ideas and his work 
suggest a leaning towards a process of Individuation and that is where Art finally becomes Life. 

The term ‘Individuation’ comes from the psychologist Carl Gustav Jung and refers to the process of 
self discovery that a patient goes through in psychoanalysis whereby he reaches an ever-more idiosyn-
cratic selfhood and distances himself from the social mores, conventions, manners and prejudices of 
‘mass man’ that he has unwittingly grown into during his life.  It is about liberating the fundamental pre-
conditions of the unconscious from some of the inculcations of culture and marks of life that may have 
adversely affected his motives.  Dreams during therapy are perceived as the unconscious mind helping 
the patient towards his goal – one of individual psychic integration and then social integration.  In the 
same way, artistic products can also be seen as symbols that divulge clues.  Jung gives his warnings about 
the unconscious search and he himself went through hallucinatory madness with his own search. Indeed, 
there are no guarantees that one’s search will lead one directly to happiness and satisfaction.  Art is diffi-
cult when something is at stake for those who practice it.  It becomes a matter of individual psychological 
survival rather than an act of showing or the joining of a social club.  

The mundane is increasingly small and constricting, but can art really offer a “way out” through its 
potentially transformative powers or are we all destined to remain stuck behind cultural and political 
advancement?  One must be cautious of artistic ideas for they readily succumb to fantasy and pretence.  



Texts and pictures can easily become fictions but ideas can reflect realities.  In this way the difficult and 
inexpressible contents of the mind can be given form: words to the dumb, images to the blind.  Some-
where beyond aesthetics, acts of despair and absolute necessity, illegal immigrants trying to walk through 
the Channel Tunnel to Britain, become works of Art.  

End of In Art

It is through desire that we know ourselves but in a world of solicitation we must develop a suspicious 
faculty, for if our desires themselves are not our own, then how can we be?  Assuming we know ourselves 
we must each search for a life which is intuitively felt to be meaningful or else give up all claim to freedom 
and fall into line.    

Beyond the wish to play my part in the social web I have an intense need to find my own way beyond 
social dictates.  Following vague inclinations, ideas without known outcomes – nothing I can fully 
understand - I make notes and photographs and journeys. Beyond taste, beyond likes and dislikes, where 
the self is clarified as neither good nor bad.  The act itself or the recognition of a symbol in an image, 
defined by its extraction from its environment: hooks and buoys, markers, clues and directions.  This is 
not a search for ego’s sake, it is for the sake of believing that life is worthwhile.  Caught between instinct 
and civilization, chaos and order, I find I am a mutation of the two.  I seem to live in blasted earth where 
nothing can grow.  I am a lost soul, stripped of persona.  There is no way ‘back’ to infantile transparency, 
and there is no way in to the world of conformity; there is only the confused moment, the mutation that 
contaminates authenticity.  

Caught between physical responsibility and this psychological survival, can there be life in Art? If not, 
then creativity represents nothing but another human game, just something to do to give us the impres-
sion we exist.  But if there is life in Art, there may be hope.  

Human existence, with its joys, fears and uncertainties, its great but incomplete wisdom, leads me in 
metaphysical or esoteric directions.  Stuck between Heaven and Hell, unsure of either, with neither faith 
nor damnation to tell me who I am I cannot trust anything but my own ‘metaphysics’, my intuition.  I 
don’t believe conscience can be fully trusted because it is so readily usurped by dogmatic ideas and so 
easily succumbs to insidious internalized persecution.  The reason for adhering to principles is to gain 
favour with one’s conscience in the hope that it will result in psychic equilibrium; a coherent and reliable 
sense of self.  But flattering one’s conscience with obedience comes at a cost.  The homeostasis it brings 
can smother the instinct to evolve and the freedom to be.     

Theoretical and philosophical endeavour is an attempt to make sense out of complexity and resolve 
conflicts in the hope of finding a better practical guide or ‘way of life’.   Artistic activity is often a means 
to give expression to ideas not readily expressed in words and to divulge the conditions of self.  It is here 
that I place my hope.  A developed freedom of creative experience and adventure, an organic free will, 
not confined within any system; this is not a conclusion nor an arrival but it is a Way.      


